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The European Community regulation (2568) requires many different analyses for the analytical definition of olive oil quality, adulteration and authentication. There are several approaches that can be applied to the olive oil. The most common techniques are; chemical composition, stable isotopes and DNA.
In the published literature many NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) studies have been reported on different types of food and drinks which include wine, coffee and olive oil. 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy have been already applied in the analysis of virgin olive oil to detect adulterations with refined, esterified, and pomace oils.  In the last few years, the authentication and quality assessment of virgin olive oil were performed using high-resolution 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy. Both NMR spectroscopies offer new opportunities for determining virgin olive oil quality and authenticity. Several authors have used NMR spectroscopy for the characterization of olive oils. 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopies provide different information of the oil: the 1H NMR spectrum of olive oils has demonstrated the possibilities for providing qualitative and quantitative information on lipid classes, unsaponifiable fractions and several minor compounds, the 13C NMR spectrum allows to obtain unique information on the position of the fatty acids on glycerol. Therefore NMR spectroscopy represent a strong way of determining not only the fatty acid composition but also their distribution on glycerol. In the one research 1H NMR spectrum has been used to identify the geographical origin of different Italian olive oils and 13C NMR spectrum has also been used for classification of olive oil. More recently 1H NMR has been used for the prediction of the olive oil geographical origin using fingerprinting approach. An other research was shown that 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopies give important results in the characterization and geographical classification of extra virgin olive oils.
Authors reported that 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy analysis of the bulk oil, in combination with multivariate data analysis, have been used to distinguish virgin olive oils according to their geographical origin as well as to detect adulteration of oil. 

